
Dear Family, 

We are ready to begin the last theme of Fully Alive, our family life program. Because the 

partnership of home, church, and school is so important, this letter is written to let you know 

what we talk about in class and to offer some ideas for your involvement. 

About Theme Five 

Theme Five of Fully Alive is called “Living in the World.” We are not simply individuals who 

have relationships with family members and friends. We are also members of human society, 

brothers and sisters within the whole human family, and caretakers of the earth. As the students 

get older, they are encouraged to recognize that they have a unique contribution to make to the 

world, one that cannot be made by anyone else. Their participation in creating a world that 

reflects the goodness of God is needed. For more information go to: www.acbo.on.ca. 

In Theme Five we will 

• analyze the human capacity to influence others and to be influenced by others.

• explore the meaning of values and virtues, and examine the influence of media, advertising,

and stereotypes on values.

• discuss human influence on the natural and social environment of the world and the

responsibility to be a positive influence.

Working together at school and at home 

• You might ask your child about people who are a strong positive influence in his or her life

and what your child has learned from these people.

• The students will be bringing home sheets about media and advertising that include questions

about values. This assignment provides an opportunity to have a family discussion about the

influence of these media on values and behaviour.

• You might ask your child about a quiz that the class will take about protection of the earth

and discuss your family efforts to be good stewards of the natural environment.

• We will be talking about electronic communication and its impact on the social environment,

both positive and negative. It is important to talk to children about following family rules that

ensure their online safety, avoiding the temptation to spread gossip or negative comments,

and reporting any problems they experience.
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